Let H be a positive semi-definite mn-by-mn Hermitian matrix, partitioned into m2 «-square blocks H¡j, i,j = \,...,m.
Introduction
Let Mn denote the set of «-by-« complex matrices. Let H = [H¡A be a positive semi-definite mn-by-mn Hermitian matrix, partitioned into m «-by-« blocks Htj, i,j -I, ... ,m. In this paper we are interested in functions /: Mn -► Mr for which H, = [/(//,-■)] is positive semi-definite whenever H is positive semi-definite.
Functions of this type have been considered by many authors. The special case n = r = \ leads to consideration of Hadamard products and functions, about which much is known [1, 2, 6] . John de Pillis [5] showed that if H is positive semi-definite and /(■#,-.) is the qih. elementary symmetric function of H¡j then //, G Mm is also positive semi-definite for 1 < q < n ; this includes the special case /(//,-,■) = det(H¡..) that had been considered previously by R. C. Thompson [7] . Marvin Marcus and William Watkins [4] showed that if f(Hjj) = \\HjjWf (Frobenius norm of H-) and H is positive semi-definite then Hf is also positive semi-definite. They also showed that if H -[//,], i,j = 1,2 is positive semi-definite and /(#,,) = trace (//".) then Hf is also positive semi-definite. We observed that their second result is not true for 3-by-3 and larger partitions of H. Proof. Since H is positive semi-definite we know that (7) (x*Hxxx)(y*H22y) > \x*Hx2y\2 for all x,y G C" .
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for some zsC". Let x = Hx2z and y -z then from (7) we have 
